
This morning marks the 6-month anniversary of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine. While news about the war has faded from the front pages over the
months, the conflict has continued, death tolls have sadly risen, and the rest
of the world has without a doubt felt an impact.
While many market commentators, including ourselves, warned at the start
of the year about the possibility of a war in Ukraine, most believed that any
invasion by Russia would be swift and over in a matter of days or weeks. US
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Mark Milley even warned Congress that
Kyiv could fall within 72 hours of an invasion of the country. Of course, these
assumptions have proven to be drastically wrong. 
The conflict's outcome is still highly uncertain. One factor that has become
clear to us in recent months is that rather than reasserting Moscow as a
global military power, Putin's decision to invade Ukraine has launched a
profound rethink around the globe of Russia's conventional capabilities. It
has also resulted in a further expansion of NATO, with Sweden and Finland
now resolving to join the military alliance.
Russia and Ukraine together account for roughly 2% of global output and
trade, according to the latest OECD figures. However, Russia is the world's
second largest exporter of oil, largest exporter of natural gas, and is also a
significant producer of agricultural goods. In addition, Ukraine is a major
exporter of agricultural produce such as wheat. Clearly, the now 6-month
long war has majorly disrupted shipments and trade, causing energy prices,
food prices, and therefore inflation to surge around the globe in 2022. 
While inflation in the United States looks like it may have already peaked this
summer, we are still dealing with the issue on this side of the Atlantic. British
newspapers were dominated at the start of the week by a forecast from Citi
Bank that the UK would witness inflation above 18% by January. This also
came as European natural gas prices jumped to a new all-time high this
week, having now rallied by 40% in August and by almost 300% YTD. This
move has been driven by Russia signalling further squeezes on exports and
European buyers simultaneously rushing to build up supplies before winter. 
Markets have clearly been affected as central banks are forced into
monetary tightening to address surging inflation. This in turn will dampen
growth, and has substantially hit consumer confidence.
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Market Moves

Equities: Stock markets across Europe are seeing quiet trade on
Wednesday morning, with slightly lower volumes registered as
traders sit tight and await the Jackson Hole Symposium. The
EuroStoxx indices are 0.2% weaker at the time of writing, while
London's FTSE100 is currently down 0.4%. 
Equity markets in Europe and the US were slightly lower on Tuesday,
both regions' PMI figures yesterday indicated a continued slowdown
in growth in both the manufacturing and services sectors during the
month of August.
Hawkish comments from Fed officials have prompted caution in
equity markets, the S&P 500 has pulled back by 3.5% over the past
week, pushing the VIX index back above $24.
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Energy: Oil prices have taken a step higher in recent days, Brent Crude is
up over 4.5% on the week so far to $101 per barrel. Similarly, WTI Crude is
trading at $94.50. This has come as fears grew over an imminent output
cut by the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies
(OPEC+). The energy minister of Saudi Arabia (world's no.1 producer and
de facto leader of OPEC) yesterday hinted at the possibility of supply cuts
to balance a market that he described as "schizophrenic", with paper and
physical markets becoming increasingly disconnected.

Looking ahead: Wednesday is set to be quiet in terms of macroeconomic
data, however things will pick up tomorrow when we get the release of Q2
US GDP (expected at -0.7% vs the preliminary figure of -0.9%). 
The Jackson Hole Symposium will kick off tomorrow afternoon, and will run
until Saturday. This set of meetings, conferences, and speeches in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming from central bank leaders and finance ministers will be
closely watched by investors on all time-frames. US Fed Chairman Jerome
Powell's scheduled Friday speech will be particularly important, ahead of
the Fed's monetary policy meeting in 4 weeks.

Currencies: The Euro is hovering near 20-year lows vs USD this
morning, currently at $0.995. Fed Chair Powell is expected on Friday
to reaffirm that the Fed will be aggressive in the face of surging
inflation, a view that has supported the greenback. GBP/USD
rebounded yesterday after touching fresh 2-year lows at 1.172.


